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1 ABOUT THE COMPLEXITY EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
1.1

WHAT IS IT?

The policy domains (such as farming, environmental land management, resources and
waste) that Defra deals with are complex. This places added emphasis on the value and
importance of evaluation, which, when conducted well, can help Defra to navigate this
complexity and design and deliver policies that make a real and meaningful impact.
Evaluation enables policy and analytical teams to be prepared for, and react to, new and
unpredictable phenomena as well as changes to the context that Defra works in. This
Complexity Evaluation Framework can be used by analysts and policy makers to guide the
scoping, commissioning, management and delivery of complexity-appropriate evaluations.
This has been developed through interviews with Defra staff, and a review of academic
literature.1
1.2

1.3

WHO IS IT FOR?



Analysts and policy-makers in Defra and Defra group who are involved in planning,
commissioning, managing and/or delivering evaluation.



Commissioned researchers and evaluators undertaking evaluation for Defra.



More broadly for evaluators in environmental and non-environmental spheres, who
are considering the practicalities of evaluating policies and interventions subject to
complexity.
HOW TO USE IT

This is a framework of key considerations to inform conversations between policy leads,
commissioners of evaluation, and evaluation contractors. Its aim is to ensure that
complexity thinking is embedded into evaluation design and to equip its users with a
checklist of core considerations to make sure that evaluations are robust and sufficiently
consider the implications of complexity.
It is intended to be used as a resource in scoping, commissioning, managing and delivering
evaluations in, and for, Defra, to be picked up at any stage before, during or after
commissioning evaluation. Ideally the CEF is intended to be used multiple times over the
policy cycle, starting as early in the policy cycle as possible.
The framework is intended to be used in conjunction with other relevant guidance, including
the HM Treasury Magenta Book. It also suggests a range of tools and resources that the
reader may refer to for further inspiration and information.

1

See Annex III: How this framework was developed
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The Complexity Evaluation Framework comprises two key parts. The first part explores
what we mean when we talk about complexity, makes the case for why evaluation is crucial
when working with complex systems, and gives an introduction to the core principles of
complexity-appropriate evaluation (Chapter 2: What is complexity and what does it mean
for Defra?). Part 1 is for those who want to know more about complexity, assess whether
they’re working with complexity and/or talk about complexity with others. The second part is
detailed across chapters 3 – 6 and sets out a framework of considerations to ensure that
complexity thinking is embedded into evaluation design, with examples, suggestions, and
pointers to useful resources. Part 2 is for those who recognise or anticipate aspects of
complexity in their evaluation work and want a formal framework of considerations for how
to approach the management and evaluation of complex systems going forward.
The framework is also available in an A3 summary poster version, shown here below.
Figure 1: A3 summary poster version of the Complexity Evaluation Framework

Complexity Evaluation Framework

A complexity-appropriate evaluation consists of a
set of nested processes:

A system or process that is complex is made up of many diverse components that interact
with each other in nonlinear ways. Their behaviour may also adapt or change over time.
The domains that Defra deals with are complex. As the UK government department
responsible for safeguarding our natural environment, supporting our food and farming
industry, and sustaining a thriving rural economy, Defra’s remit involves working with
complex ecological and social systems, usually together at the same time.

1.

The evaluation is centred around and
defined by the evaluation purpose.

2.

This purpose informs an iterative process of
understanding the system and intervention
(UNDERSTANDING) and adapting the
evaluation design (DESIGNING). These will
both continue to develop and be updated
throughout the evaluation.

Characteristics of complex systems
Non-linearity When the effect of inputs on outputs are not proportional. Outputs
may change exponentially, or even change direction (e.g. after
increasing for some time, they may begin decreasing), despite
small or consistent changes in inputs.

Tipping point A point beyond which system behaviour changes
dramatically and it may be difficult to return to the
previous system state.
E.g. A species’ population reducing in numbers to
such an extent that it cannot re-establish itself in
the wild.
Path dependency Current and future states, actions, or decisions
depend on the sequence of states, actions, or
decisions that preceded them – their ‘path’.
E.g. The organisation chosen to lead a new policy
initiative influences which other organisations also
become involved; similarly, species which colonise a
habitat first have ‘founder effects’, determining the
ultimate composition of the community.
Adaptation Components or actors within the system are capable of
learning or evolving, changing how the system behaves
in response to interventions as they are applied.
E.g. When bacteria evolve to become resistant to antibiotics;
or when an individual or organisation finds a way to circumvent
a new tax or regulation.

In a complex policy environment
• You cannot definitively predict
how a system will behave
• Expect the unexpected

When seeking to influence or manage
complex systems, evaluation is crucial; it helps
us to understand and navigate this complexity.

A complexity-appropriate
evaluation can greatly assist
policy teams in
understanding the
challenges posed by
complexity, and provides
opportunities to anticipate
and take steps to manage
these challenges.

Part I
What is complexity and what
does it mean for Defra?

Finally, all of these interacting components
of an evaluation are led and managed by
one or more individuals (MANAGING).

q Is the evaluation timed
appropriately to take
ongoing change
into account?
q Have you considered
multiple routes of
dissemination?
q Does your
evaluation plan
include regular
opportunities
for discussing
early findings?

Choosing and using approaches:
Useful resources
- HM Treasury Magenta Book
- Choosing Appropriate Evaluation Methods
Tool (Befani & O'Donnell, 2016)
- Speak to colleagues and experts:
individuals with experience of complex
evaluation from Defra, Government
Departments, arms-length bodies and/or
external experts.
- CECAN Evaluation Policy and Practice Note
Series (EPPNs)
- CECAN syllabus

q Are there opportunities to feed
back findings regularly to support
implementation?

E.g. As the climate changes, permafrost melts and
releases more greenhouse gases, contributing
further to climate change (positive feedback).
Self-organisation Regularities or higher-level patterns can arise from
the local interaction of autonomous lower-level
components.

E.g. Community resilience – a community’s
capacity to function in and respond to shocks
and extreme events – is shaped by and arises
from interactions between human and
environmental components.

4.

q Have difficulties in generating definitive and
generalisable findings been discussed?

Feedback When a result or output of a process influences the input
either directly or indirectly. Feedback can accelerate or
suppress change.

Emergence New, unexpected higher-level properties can arise
from the interaction of components. These
properties are said to be emergent if they cannot
easily be described, explained, or predicted from
the properties of the lower level components.

All of these activities are conducted with the
ongoing engagement of stakeholders, and
understanding and learning are fed back and
embedded into relevant processes both
inside and outside of the evaluation
(EMBEDDING).

q Have you talked about complexity
with the potential audience(s) for the findings?

E.g. Increasing payment rates for land management does not
translate into a corresponding increase in their uptake. Land
managers do not behave as the rational agents of traditional
economic theory – there are other factors at play.

E.g. Sheep paths – informal paths across land –
are formed by erosion caused by the footfall of
individuals over time. Patterns of paths develop
as each individual chooses their own route.

3.

q Have you undertaken a mapping of the
system, the policy and its delivery?
q What characteristics of a complex system do you
recognise – in the policy or its context?

q How might these influence the way the policy is
delivered or its outcomes?
q Have stages for review been built in to policy design,
implementation and evaluation plans?

q Have you identified the key stakeholder groups and
communities affected by this policy and its evaluation?
q Have you actively involved some or all of these
stakeholders in the policy and evaluation design?
q To what extent is there agreement
between stakeholders about the policy
itself, its outcomes or its evaluation?

Useful resources
Speak to stakeholders and experts with experience of the system, both inside and outside of
Defra. E.g. individuals who are - or were previously - involved in the design, implementation
or evaluation of policies, programmes or pilots in similar or relevant areas.

budget
skills
experience
timescales
data requirements

There is no ‘gold standard’ way
of going about evaluation – just
the best approach given the
purpose, nature and extent of
complexity and resource
availability and constraints.
There are lots of evaluation
approaches that can help.
Combine them.

q When selecting
the overall approach, have
you taken into account:
q the complexity
characteristics of the
system?
q the evaluation purpose?
q feasibility?

q Are you clear about why your chosen approach
is appropriate and what the limitations are?
q Has flexibility to review and change the evaluation
design been built into the evaluation plan?
q Have participative evaluation
approaches and methods been considered?
q Have stakeholders committed to give
the necessary time to the evaluation?
q Have stakeholders been primed to
anticipate uncertainty in findings?

Part II
Key considerations
and resources
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2 WHAT IS COMPLEXITY AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN
FOR DEFRA?

“The world is complex. Despite our best efforts, we cannot always
accurately predict what will happen when we implement policies. As
individuals and organisations interact with one another and the policy,
unpredictable things can happen. So we will ensure we learn, genuinely
and openly, about the effects we have had, and adapt our programmes
accordingly.”
Defra and the Environment Agency (2018) Our waste, our resources: a
strategy for England

2.1

WHAT IS COMPLEXITY?

The terms complexity and complex are used to describe certain properties and behaviours
of the world around us. A system or process that is complex is made up of many diverse
components (e.g. people or organisms) that interact with each other in nonlinear2 ways (i.e.
where changes in outputs are not proportional to changes in inputs). Their behaviour may
also adapt or change over time. This can lead to unpredictable behaviour and unexpected
outcomes.

Example

This differs from how the word complex is used in everyday conversation, where it is often
used to mean ‘difficult’ or ‘complicated’ instead.

2
3

Evaluating policy for air pollution is complex: not only are there multiple causal
factors to consider, but there are many actors and interventions delivering the policy.
“[it] consists of a lot of moving parts: different areas are taking forward several
different types of measures; that makes it quite difficult to compare like with like
across different areas.”3 – Interviewee

For a more detailed description see Non-linearity on page 35.
For specific considerations and resources to help manage this complexity in evaluation, see Chapters 3-6.

5

2.2

SOURCES OF COMPLEXITY

In terms of policy-making and policy evaluation, complexity can arise at any one or more of
multiple different levels. These include: the system in which the policy takes place (e.g. a
complex socio-ecological system); and the policy itself (multiple actors, multiple actions).
The evaluation may also be complex, with complexity arising from any combination of the
above sources and/or from the multiple and diverse stakeholder aims and perspectives
involved.

2.3

WHY DOES COMPLEXITY MATTER TO DEFRA?

The domains that Defra deals with are complex. As the UK government department
responsible for safeguarding our natural environment, supporting our food and farming
industry, and sustaining a thriving rural economy, Defra’s remit involves working with
complex ecological and social systems, usually together at the same time.
The content and types of policies Defra delivers mean policy design, implementation and
evaluation can be challenging.
Figure 2: Challenges facing evaluating complex policy interventions in Defra (Boyd, 2015).

Defra's policies are multifaceted
•Defra's policies include:
•multiple interventions
•delivering multiple outputs
•to produce multiple impacts
•for multiple beneficiaries
•Impacts are diverse:
environmental, social, and
economic
•Multi-disciplinary knowledge
and skills are involved

Defra’s contribution is part of
an interconnected system of
impacts and governance
•The following make it
particularly challenging to
isolate Defra's contribution:
•localised policy delivery
•multiple interventions and
interveners
•global systems

Defra’s policy domains are
associated with long
timescales and
unpredictability
•Timescales (e.g. for certain
ecological changes, such as
wetland restoration) are very
long, in contrast to political
and economic cycles
•Working with complex
systems involves
unpredictable, non-linear and
emergent impacts
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Below are some of the characteristics and behaviours that complex systems in Defra’s
remit might exhibit. These apply to both ecological and social systems – the systems that
Defra encounters within its remit are often a combination of the two. For further description
of these characteristics and others, see Annex I: A visual guide to understanding complexity
for Defra (page 35).
Non-linearity: when the effect of inputs on outputs are not proportional.
Outputs may change exponentially, or even change direction (e.g. after
increasing for some time, they may begin decreasing), despite small or
consistent changes in inputs.
E.g.: Increasing payment rates for land management does not translate into a
corresponding increase in their uptake. Land managers do not behave as the
rational agents of traditional economic theory – there are other factors at play.

Feedback: when a result or output of a process influences the input either
directly or indirectly. Feedback can accelerate or suppress change.
E.g.: as the climate changes, permafrost melts and releases more greenhouse
gases, contributing further to climate change (positive feedback).

Self-organisation: higher-level patterns can arise from the local interaction of
autonomous lower-level components.
E.g.: sheep paths – these informal paths across land have no architect; they
are formed by erosion caused by the footfall of individuals over time. Patterns
of paths develop as each individual chooses their own route. Also: multiple
individuals locally clearing non-crop species leading to large-scale habitat
fragmentation.
Emergence: new, unexpected higher-level properties can arise from the
interaction of components. These properties are said to be emergent if they
cannot easily be described, explained, or predicted from the properties of the
lower level components.
E.g. community resilience – a community’s capacity to function in and respond
to shocks and extreme events – is an example of emergence; it is shaped by
and arises from interactions between human and environmental components.
Tipping points: the point beyond which system outcomes change
dramatically. The threshold is the point beyond which system behaviour
changes; from where it may be difficult to return to the previous system state.
E.g.: a species’ population reducing in numbers to such an extent that it cannot
re-establish itself in the wild.
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Path dependency: Current and future states, actions, or decisions depend on
the sequence of states, actions, or decisions that preceded them – namely
their (typically temporal) path.
E.g.: the organisation chosen to lead a new policy initiative influences which
other organisations also become involved; similarly, species which colonise a
habitat first have ‘founder effects’, determining the ultimate composition of the
community.
Adaptation: Components or actors within the system are capable of learning
or evolving, changing how the system behaves in response to interventions as
they are applied. So, for example, in social systems people may communicate,
interpret and behave strategically to anticipate future situations. In biological
systems, species will evolve in response to change.
E.g.: when bacteria evolve to become resistant to antibiotics; or when an
individual or organisation finds a way to circumvent a new tax or regulation.

These characteristics can lead to unpredictable behaviour and unexpected outcomes in
response to planned policy and delivery. In particular, when dealing with complex systems,
there will be:
Unknowns: Because of a complex system’s nonlinear causal structure and
the number of interactions between its components as well as with the
system’s wider context, there are likely to be many factors which influence (or
have the potential to influence) a system of which we are not aware. The
inevitable existence of such unknowns mean we often see unexpected indirect
effects of our interventions.

Change over time: Complex systems inevitably develop and change their
behaviour over time due to their interconnectedness and adaption. For
example, ecosystems undergo succession over time, i.e. the types of plants
that occupy a given area change over time (e.g. from annual plants, to scrub,
to woodland). Similarly, social norms evolve over time.

Unpredictability: For all practical purposes, complex systems are
fundamentally unpredictable. The number and interaction of inputs, causes,
mechanisms and feedbacks mean it is not possible to accurately forecast
complex system behaviour with precision. Random ‘noise’ can have a large
effect.

8

When working with complex systems, these characteristics present certain challenges for
Defra – namely: for the design and implementation of policy and the task of assessing how
and whether an intervention is working.
Policy teams and evidence teams seeking to understand or influence complex systems
should be alert to the possibility of:

2.4



long and indirect causal chains4;



change over time;



unexpected rapid change;



unexpected resistance to change;



sudden change to a new state after periods of little change;



reversion to a previous state when the intervention ends;



actors behaving strategically and adapting to, or 'gaming', an intervention or change
in the system;



a strong relationship (i.e. high number of interactions) between the system and its
wider context;



unexpected interactions, both within and outside the system; and/or



unexpected outcomes.

EVALUATION AS A TOOL FOR NAVIGATING COMPLEXITY

When seeking to influence or manage complex systems, evaluation is crucial, helping to
understand and navigate this complexity.
A good evaluation, carefully planned and managed, can greatly assist policy teams in
understanding the challenges posed by complexity, and provides opportunities to anticipate
and take steps to manage these challenges.

4

A causal chain is a sequence of successive causes and effects.
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2.5

COMPLEXITY-APPROPRIATE EVALUATION IN DEFRA: TOWARDS A NEW
FRAMEWORK FOR WORKING WITH COMPLEXITY

“Like any other experimental system, policy uses trial and error; or
learning by experience; or convergence of the truth about 'what works';
or adaptive management as the process by which we move forward, and
evaluation is right at the centre of this. Evaluation also has parallels with
business processes — like 'lean’ and continuous improvement. Ideally,
policy should be operationalised using the scientific method: — (theory),
hypothesis, experiment, evaluate outputs against expectation, reformulate hypothesis.
“However, with complex, multidimensional, non-linear problems, like we
find in real life, evaluation becomes much more difficult. Not only are
outcomes very uncertain, but the definition of what we are trying to
achieve can be uncertain: policies are more than a linear relationship
between a problem and its solution — instead they are often part of the
continuous management of the intractable.”
Ian Boyd, Defra Chief Scientific Advisor, 2018.5
Defra recognises the importance of policy evaluation to monitor the impact of policy on
people, industry, other organisations, and the environment. Defra’s commitment to
evaluation is identified in the Supplementary evidence report of the 25 Year Environment
Plan which highlights the need for robust evidence to accurately estimate the impact of
policies and sets out proposals for a new monitoring and evaluation framework for the Plan.
The need for and importance of evaluation in Defra is further amplified by the complexity of
the systems that Defra works with – as described above – and further still where rapid
policy generation is required, for example in delivering new policies as the UK leaves the
EU.
However, evaluation also needs to be planned and managed in a way that is appropriate for
this complexity. Because complex systems are particularly susceptible to unpredictable
change, policy teams and other decision makers and stakeholders may find it beneficial to
embed evaluative activity into the policy cycle at regular and more frequent intervals. As
such, policy teams may need to involve evaluators more throughout the lifecycle of a given
policy or policies.

5

Boyd, I., (2018). Policy, evaluation and implementation, in The Evaluator, Autumn 2018, pp 6-7, UK
Evaluation Society.
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Key point

Complexity-appropriate evaluation also requires an iterative approach. The core elements
of an evaluation are typically described as a set of ‘stages’, conventionally expressed in a
linear way, for example: defining what is to be evaluated; scoping, designing and
conducting the evaluation; and synthesising and disseminating findings. When working with
complexity, since the subject of the evaluation is susceptible to unpredictable change, it is
important to revisit and update both one’s understanding of the system and the design of
the evaluation regularly.

Complexity-appropriate evaluation is iterative and embedded throughout the
policy cycle.

Figure 3: Nested components of a complexity-appropriate evaluation
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In this framework, evaluation is described instead as a process of nested components (see
Figure 3, on page 11). The evaluation is centred around and defined by the evaluation
purpose6. This itself may be subject to some degree of change over the course of the
evaluation, for example as understanding increases or as stakeholders and their objectives
change. The evaluation purpose informs an iterative process of understanding the system
and intervention (Understanding) and adapting the evaluation design (Designing). These
will both continue to develop and be updated throughout the evaluation (for example, as an
intervention is evaluated, more will be understood about the intervention and any new
changes in its context, and therefore how best it can be evaluated). All of these activities
are conducted with the ongoing engagement of stakeholders, and understanding and
learning are fed back and embedded into relevant processes both inside and outside of the
evaluation (Embedding). Finally, all of these interacting components of an evaluation are
led and managed by one or more individuals (Managing).

2.6

THE STRUCTURE OF THE REST OF THIS FRAMEWORK

In the following sections, this framework focuses on two sources of complexity which cause
challenges for evaluation in Defra:
1. Complexity in Defra’s policy domains: this complexity may manifest itself as a
policy target (system, process or outcome) that is hard to control or manage, such as
biodiversity or water quality. It may also arise from or be exacerbated by the
characteristics of the policy itself (e.g. multiple actors; multiple actions) and the
context in which it takes place (e.g. in a large scale complex social and/or ecological
system, nationally and internationally, and/or one of several interventions). Even a
simple intervention may require a complexity-appropriate approach to evaluation due
to the complexity of the system within which it is being introduced.
2. Complexity arising from the involvement of multiple and diverse stakeholders
in the evaluation, including from their multiple and diverse aims and perspectives.
We explore the implications of these complexity issues for the inner three nested elements
of an evaluation set out above in Figure 3 (page 11):
A. Understanding
B. Designing
C. Embedding

6

For example: learning (how do I make this work better?); accountability (how well did it work?); and
improving the knowledge base (how can I make similar policies work better in future?)
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Considerations about how each of these relate to the evaluation purpose are integrated
within each of these chapters.
This framework is written for commissioners of evaluations. Therefore, the final,
overarching element of evaluation – Managing – is the overarching perspective from which
the issues in this framework are explored. As such it has no chapter of its own;
considerations for managing complexity-appropriate evaluations are embedded throughout
each of the Understanding, Designing and Embedding chapters.

13

3 THE COMPLEXITY EVALUATION FRAMEWORK: AN
OVERVIEW
The following chapters set out a framework of considerations to ensure that complexity
thinking is embedded into evaluation design, with examples, suggestions, and pointers to
useful resources. Together, these chapters are for those who recognise or anticipate
aspects of complexity in their evaluation work and want a formal framework of
considerations for how to approach the management and evaluation of complex systems
going forward.
The table below is an abridged summary highlighting some of these key issues and
questions. It provides users with a rapid overview of the Complexity Evaluation Framework
and can be used to point the reader to specific chapters for further information and
resources.

MANAGING
This framework is written predominantly for those commissioning or managing evaluations.
Therefore, the Managing element of an evaluation is the overarching perspective from which the
issues in this framework are explored. As such it has no chapter of its own; considerations for
managing complexity-appropriate evaluations are embedded throughout each of the
Understanding, Designing and Embedding chapters.

Multiple & diverse
stakeholders

Complexity in Defra’s policy
domains

UNDERSTANDING
Key issues

Questions to ask

 Lack of knowledge of the issues and
complexity challenges
 Potential for ‘emergent’ and unexpected
outcomes
 New understanding of the system will come
to light
 Need for regular review of the policy and its
evaluation
 Need for rapid feedback to understand what
is going on ‘on the ground’

 Have you undertaken a mapping of the
system, the policy and its delivery?
 What characteristics of a complex system do
you recognise – in the policy or its context?
 How might these influence the way the
policy is delivered or its outcomes?
 Have stages for review and feedback been
built into policy design, implementation and
evaluation plans?

 Different stakeholders may be able to
contribute different information for the
planning/design process
 Stakeholders may not have the same
understanding of the system or agree on the
best approach to the evaluation

 Have you identified the key stakeholder
groups and communities affected by this
policy and its evaluation?
 Have you actively involved stakeholders in
the policy and evaluation design?
 To what extent is there agreement and lack
of agreement about the policy itself, its
outcomes or its evaluation?

14

Multiple & diverse
stakeholders

Complexity in Defra’s
policy domains

DESIGNING
Key issues

Questions to ask

 Many evaluation designs can work well with
complexity. However, there is no one-size
fits-all design; the choice of evaluation
design will depend on the complexity
characteristics of the system, evaluation
purpose and feasibility considerations
 The mix of approaches and methods
selected may need to be adapted to
changing circumstances
 Care must be taken in the choice of methods
– methods that offer a high degree of
certainty in straightforward contexts may
mislead when applied to complex systems
 The evaluation design and plans need
regular updating to address unexpected
changes in policy and context

 Have you taken into account the complexity
characteristics of the system in addition to
the evaluation purpose and feasibility
(available budget, skills and experience,
timescales and data requirements) when
selecting the overall evaluation approach?
 Are you clear about why your chosen
approach is appropriate and what the
limitations are?
 Has flexibility to review and change the
evaluation design been built into the
evaluation plan?
 Have you engaged stakeholders in the
evaluation design?

 Different stakeholders may have different
views about how the system should work,
and how it is working
 Expectations of what the evaluation – and
what different evaluation methods – can
achieve need careful management

 Have participative evaluation approaches
and methods been considered?
 Have stakeholders committed to give the
necessary time to the evaluation?
 Have stakeholders been primed to anticipate
uncertainty in findings?

EMBEDDING

Multiple & diverse
stakeholders

Complexity in Defra’s policy
domains

Key issues

Questions to ask

 When undertaking an evaluation within a
complex system, results may be indicative
rather than definitive
 Evaluation in a complex environment may
only provide a snapshot; change may
continue after an evaluation comes to an
end
 Findings may not be transferrable due the
specifics of a complex policy environment.

 Have you talked about complexity with the
potential audience(s) for the findings to
manage expectations and identify the value
evaluation can provide?
 Have difficulties in generating definitive and
generalisable findings been discussed?
 Are there opportunities to feed findings back
regularly to support implementation?
 Is the evaluation timed appropriately to take
ongoing change into account?

 Given the complexity of Defra’s policy
domains, there is likely to be a diverse
audience for findings who may want to use
them in different ways
 Different stakeholders have different levels
of satisfaction with provisional and indicative
findings

 Have you considered multiple routes of
dissemination?
 Does your plan include regular opportunities
for discussing early findings?

15

4 UNDERSTANDING
This section explores the implications of complexity for understanding. This is the element
of an evaluation concerned with understanding the intervention being evaluated and the
system it operates within. In a complexity-appropriate evaluation, understanding is closely
interwoven with the designing element (addressed in section 5). Both will continue to
develop and be updated over the course of the evaluation as far as practicable, with
understanding informing the evaluation design and vice versa.
COMPLEXITY IN DEFRA’S POLICY DO MAINS: ISSUES FOR UNDERSTANDING

4.1

 Knowledge about how a given complex system works may never be complete. There
may be, for example, a substantial body of knowledge about certain aspects of the
system, but a lack of information and understanding about other aspects, how
different sub-components of systems interrelate, how to set the system boundaries,
and what and who the system actually includes.
 Multiple interacting factors may be influencing outcomes; gathering data on all of
these might be expensive and time consuming, or data may be absent or hard to
find.
 These dynamics also underlie the potential for a system to transition across a
threshold and experience a tipping point or regime shift to a new system state (e.g.
lake eutrophication; coral bleaching; ocean acidification; pasture to scrub).

Example

 There is potential for emergent7 and unexpected outcomes. The level and type of
change taking place might be unpredictable.

Waste crime is a complex system whereby waste criminals adapt their behaviours
and evolve new responses to overcome/circumvent enforcement measures. This
makes evaluation challenging: evaluators are ‘chasing a moving target’ and it is
difficult to know whether a policy is working effectively, and if so, how.

 Rapid changes or increased understanding of context may require regular review of
the policy and its evaluation.
 Rapid information feedback will be needed to understand and respond to changes.

7

See Emergence (page 37).
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UNDERSTANDING

4.1.1 USEFUL QUESTIONS

Useful tools
& resources

 Has a theory of change been developed for the policy or programme in question?

A theory of change describes how an intervention is understood to contribute to a
chain of outputs and outcomes leading to its resulting impacts.

Useful tools
& resources

 Have you considered building a systems map of the policy and the context within
which it is being implemented? Has it been used to inform or update the theory of
change?

Systems mapping can help identify possible impacts of external factors such as
changes to other policies that can have a positive or negative impact on the
effectiveness of a policy. Analysts in Defra’s Future Farming team are pioneering
systems mapping approaches as a tool for policy design, appraisal and evaluation.

Useful tools
& resources

 Do you identify any of the characteristics of a complex system as being present in
the intervention itself, or the context in which it is being delivered?

For a list of complexity characteristics, including examples to aid identification and
key points, see Annex I: A visual guide to understanding complexity for Defra on
page 35.



In what way might any of these characteristics support the successful delivery
of the policy and the achievements of its aims?



Are there any characteristics which might make the outcome very
unpredictable, or different in different settings?



Are there any characteristics that might get in the way of successful delivery
and achievement of outcomes?

17

Useful tools
& resources

UNDERSTANDING

To better understand the system and to help anticipate unexpected system
behaviour, speak to stakeholders and experts with experience of the system, both
inside and outside of Defra. These might include individuals who are currently or
were previously involved in the design, implementation or evaluation of policies,
programmes or pilots in similar or relevant areas.

Useful tools
& resources

 Are there any external factors that might strongly affect the delivery and success of
the policy? (e.g. change in other policy areas, introduction of new policies and
programmes, changing environmental conditions)?

Ojeda-Martínez et al., (2009) employed the Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response
(DPSIR) framework to investigate factors influencing and affecting the operation of
marine protected areas.



Have you considered what impacts these might have (positive, negative or
neutral)?

 Have stages to review and update understanding of the system been built into policy
design and implementation plans?
 Have you explored with the policy lead(s) the evidence base, methods and models
used to inform the design of the policy?
 Has thinking moved on – are the original research methods still valid, and is there
new work in this area that might be useful?
 Have stages to review and update understanding of the system been built into
evaluation plans?
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UNDERSTANDING

Useful tools
& resources

 During the evaluation new understanding may come to light and relevant changes in
context may take place – have regular opportunities been built in to review and
change the evaluation strategy?

Call off contracts can enable evaluation expertise and advice from policy experts
and external consultants to be brought in at short notice.

Useful tools
& resources

 What implications does this have for the design of the evaluation and the resources
required?

For evaluation design considerations, go to Designing.
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UNDERSTANDING

4.2

COMPLEXITY ARISING FROM MULTIPLE AND DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS:
ISSUES FOR UNDERSTANDING

 Different stakeholders may be able to contribute different kinds of information to aid
with understanding how the system and/or the intervention work
 Stakeholders may have very different understandings of the system and its
complexity
 Stakeholders may not agree on the purpose, approach and/or methods of the policy
or its evaluation
4.2.1 USEFUL QUESTIONS

 Have you made a list of the key stakeholder groups and communities affected by this
policy and its evaluation?

Useful tools
& resources

 Have you identified key areas of agreement and lack of agreement between different
stakeholder groups (e.g. about the policy itself, its outcomes or its evaluation)?

Cultural consensus analysis can provide a useful tool for examining the extent to
which stakeholder groups share similar mental models of the system, of resources,
and the interactions and processes occurring between these components. As a form
of analysis, it is compatible with systems mapping approaches such as group model
building and can be used in conjunction with systems mapping to enhance the
social-learning and knowledge sharing aspects (e.g. Mathevet et al., (2011)).

Advice from
interviewees

 Have you actively involved these stakeholders in the policy and evaluation design?

In addition to their input in the evaluation design, include a broad range of expertise
on procurement panels in order to reflect the considerations of a range of
stakeholders and to ensure key priorities for the evaluation are covered.
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5 DESIGNING
This section explores the implications of complexity for designing. This is the element of an
evaluation concerned with choosing, implementing and adapting the evaluation design. In a
complexity-appropriate evaluation, designing is closely interwoven with the understanding
element (addressed in section 4), and both will continue to develop and be updated
throughout the evaluation. As new understanding about the intervention and system comes
to light, more will be understood about how the intervention can best be evaluated, and vice
versa.
5.1

COMPLEXITY IN DEFRA’S POLICY DOMAINS: ISSUES FOR DESIGNING

 There are a wealth of evaluation designs that work well with complexity, provided the
evaluation is led and managed in a complexity-appropriate way8.
 Most of these designs are ‘method-neutral’ – meaning a wide range of different datagathering and analysis methods can be used to inform the evaluation and the use of
particular methods is not mandated.

Advice from
interviewees

 There is no simple way to select the best design, and there is no gold-standard
approach for complex evaluation. The choice will depend on the complexity
characteristics of the system, evaluation purpose and the feasibility of the available
designs and methods. It will build on the system mapping carried out at the scoping
stage.
“It’s about appropriate methods for different projects and different contexts. The
strength [with randomised control trials], if they work, is that potentially you get
clear quantitative findings about the effectiveness of your programme. Different
forms of qualitative data capture the richness of the programme so that you’re
able to convey the strengths and weaknesses, what’s worked and what hasn’t in
a more nuanced way.” - Interviewee

 Often a hybrid design (a combination of designs) will be needed. Mixed-method
approaches, combining qualitative and quantitative data, can act as a bridge to
smooth the tension between attempts to simplify complexity into easily distilled
measures and the need for a “full” holistic account of the system.

8

Complexity-appropriate evaluation is iterative and embedded throughout the policy cycle (see page 10).
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DESIGNING

Malawska et al., (2014) highlight that agricultural and environmental policies often
have unwanted and or unintended consequences as a result of simplistic
assumptions. They call for integrated methods that bring together traditional
agricultural and ecological models with system and human behavioural
approaches, such as agent-based modelling.

 The mix of approaches and methods used may need to be adapted in response to
changes as the evaluation progresses, such as changes in the system, intervention,
or understanding thereof, or even in the evaluation purpose e.g. from learning (how
do I make this work better?) to accountability (how well did it work?) and improving
the knowledge base (how can I make similar policies work better in future?).
 When interacting with complex systems, change is a given, certainty is not possible.
Methods that offer a high degree of certainty in straightforward contexts are liable to
give a misleading sense of security when applied to complex systems.
“The perception of policy is often 'fire and forget'. There are ideas
that polices cannot be modified once in place; that they need to be
pre-formed in a perfect mould. We reinforce this with the idea that
randomised control trials can provide a template for policy action
when, in reality, they probably can only ever tell us about a rather
narrow set of circumstances around policy implementation.”
Ian Boyd, Defra Chief Scientific Advisor, 2018.9

Using methods which do not engage with the dynamic and context-sensitive nature
of complex systems may still be appropriate for certain narrowly-defined evaluation
questions. In these cases, thinking about complexity may lead to a reasonable basis
for an evaluation to use traditional experimental methods. In most cases however,
the evaluation will require the considered use of complexity-appropriate methods and
tools.

9

Boyd, I., (2018). Policy, evaluation and implementation, in The Evaluator, Autumn 2018, pp6-7, UK
Evaluation Society.
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 In a complex, changing system, an evaluation may only provide a snapshot in time.
Methods that can help policy colleagues look forward and backwards in time are
likely to be particularly useful to users of evaluation results. In the face of very rapid
change and uncertainty, evaluation approaches that are developmental and
participative can support rapid feedback and build agents for change to support
adaptive management.

5.1.1 USEFUL QUESTIONS

Useful tools
& resources

 Have the complexity characteristics of the system been taken into account as far as
possible when considering the evaluation design? For example:
•

Do you understand what may be influencing change? Can you detect if
change is happening over the background ‘noise’ and what aspects of change
are due to the policy and what are due to other influences?

•

Is the system and intervention still changing? How can you be sure that
change will continue after the intervention ceases, or will continue to be
sustained over time?

•

Can you identify levers to help push change through the system, or feedbacks
that may inhibit or promote change?

For a list of complexity characteristics, including examples to aid identification, see
Annex I: A visual guide to understanding complexity for Defra on page 35.

 Has the evaluation purpose been considered, e.g. is the evaluation required for:
•

Listening and building trust – How can you ensure diverse voices are heard
and build trust and legitimacy across stakeholders?

•

Learning – How is change happening? Why is change happening or not? How
can you improve the implementation or impact of the policy? How can you
feed learning back in a timely manner?

•

Accountability – Was the policy implemented as planned? Is it having the
impact hoped for? Are there any unexpected benefits – positive or negative?
Would change have happened anyway, in the absence of the policy?

•

Accountability – To what extent are quantitative measures needed or
sufficient? Is additional information needed? To make sense of the results and
23
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increase their usefulness, do you need to ask how and why change is
happening?
•

Building the knowledge base – How can you improve future similar policies?
How can you help ensure that learning is transferable to other contexts?

Example

 Is the evaluation purpose realistic and pragmatic in scope?

“The evaluation of the Flood and coastal erosion resilience partnership funding
(Defra project code FD2663) is an example of a robust evaluation of a potentially
very diverse policy area which simplified by focusing on key outcomes – in this
instance changes in the number of funded flood risk management projects. The
evaluation did consider other factors, such as biodiversity and localised social
effects, but as the intervention was at an early stage of deployment there was no
outcome data for these topics and they were not a focus of the evaluation. The
evaluation provided a rationale for this decision and was transparent about its
focus.”10

 Have you discussed with users their needs from the evaluation and how to meet
these given the inherent uncertainties arising from complexity?
 How reliable do the findings need to be? What are the consequences of getting the
answer wrong? A proportionate evaluation delivers findings that are of good quality
and fit for purpose given the risks of getting the answer wrong.
 Are the standards of rigour (and confidence in veracity of outcomes) being used
appropriate to the evaluation purpose, resources and timescale?
 Has feasibility been taken into account?
•

Have the available budget, skills and experience and timescales been taken
into account in the evaluation design?

•

Does the budget reasonably reflect the need – e.g. taking into account for
example: the level of risk and innovation, the scale, value and profile of the
policy, the availability of data?

10

Baker, J. (forthcoming) Evaluating Environmental Interventions: Challenges, Options and Examples
(EEICOE): Methodological inspiration for environmental evaluators. Defra.
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Useful tools &
resources

Useful tools
& resources

DESIGNING

See guidance on resourcing evaluation in HM Treasury Magenta Book Annex:
Handling Complexity in Policy Evaluation (forthcoming).

Scoping studies can help to establish the feasibility of a methodological approach
in relation to the purpose of an evaluation.
“We knew generally what were the research questions or what were the actions
that we wanted out of this, and we knew potentially what might be some
approaches, but to be able to develop them, flesh them out and to be able to
ascertain what approaches weren’t possible, that was the use of the scoping
study.” – Interviewee

Advice from
interviewees

 Have you explored whether there are any past Defra evaluations which might be
relevant or useful? Are their approach and findings valid and meaningful in the
context of your evaluation?

“Evaluations of past programmes are a valuable source of evidence and analysis
for evaluating current and future programmes.” – Interviewee

Useful tools
& resources

 Have you discussed the possible range of evaluation approaches and their relative
merits with others with evaluation expertise in your area?

Stakeholders in other government departments can be a valuable source of
information and expertise.
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Useful tools & resources

 Are you clear about why your chosen evaluation approach and methods are
appropriate (given the evaluation purpose, resources and timescale)? Are you clear
about what the limitations are and how they will affect the interpretation of results?

There are a number of tools, methods or approaches that can work well with
complexity, such as Bayesian networks that can combine both quantitative data
and human perception, agent based models that can handle feedbacks and
detailed interactions, and Qualitative Comparative Analysis which has been used
by the Environment Agency to navigate the complexities involved in waste crime
policy interventions.11 Each approach, method or tool has its own strengths and
weaknesses with respect to complexity.12
For further information on ranges of different tools, methods and approaches, and
how to choose between them:
•

Befani, B. Choosing appropriate evaluation methods

•

HM Treasury Magenta Book Annex: Handling Complexity in Policy
Evaluation (forthcoming)

For further information on specific methods:
•

CECAN Evaluation Policy and Practice Note Series (EPPNs)

•

CECAN syllabus: Qualitative Comparative Analysis; Systems Mapping;
and Agent Based Modelling

Advice from
interviewees

 Is there flexibility to change the evaluation approach to respond to changing
conditions? Have you considered the opportunities for flexible evaluation designs
within the current parameters of commissioning rules? There may be more scope for
flexibility than anticipated – explore the range of options through discussion with
procurement colleagues.

“Another thing that I think is quite crucial to have within any evaluation contract is
some provision for either extension or a cool-off; there will be cases that you’re
not able to think of everything; having that ability to expand or extend certain
areas is quite important.” - Interviewee

11

https://www.cecan.ac.uk/case-studies/environment-agency-enforcement-on-waste-crime
For an overview of these strengths and weaknesses, see Appendix 1 of the Magenta Book Annex:
Handling Complexity in Policy Evaluation (forthcoming, expected in 2020).
12
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5.2

COMPLEXITY ARISING FROM MULTIPLE AND DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS:
ISSUES FOR DESIGNING

Example

 Stakeholders may have different mental models and views regarding what the
system is, how the system should work and how (and if) it is working.

Cisneros-Montemayor et al., (2018) identify the difficulties that marine system
environments present for assessing progress towards environmental
sustainability, due to the multiple and often unclear objectives of different
stakeholders and the inherent viability of marine ecosystems and the problems of
directly observing those systems.

 Different stakeholders from different research traditions may have very different
views on the best approach to take to the evaluation.
 Expectations of what can be achieved in an evaluation needs careful management.
 For a better understanding of complex systems, you need to involve the
stakeholders actively in the evaluation. This can lead to tensions between the
separation required to demonstrate objectivity and the immersion needed to develop
understanding.

5.2.1 USEFUL QUESTIONS

Useful tools &
resources

 Have you planned to involve evaluation users and other stakeholders to obtain their
input into the evaluation and its design, and to share findings?

Participatory and emancipatory methods that involve stakeholders actively in the
evaluation, and that encourage the participation of quieter voices will be
particularly useful. Participatory evaluation can facilitate spaces for diverse
groups of stakeholders to come together to learn and collaborate with each other
and share experiences by improving their ability to interact and appreciate
different actor perspectives (e.g. Daw et al., (2015)).
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Useful tools
& resources

Example

DESIGNING

Mathevet et al., (2011) in the case of the Camargue Biosphere Reserve in the
Rhône river delta, France, attempt to capture the cognitive mental models of how
people represent their interaction with water-related systems, in order to
determine a shared common understanding of the system for the purposes of
coordinating management goals.

Participatory scenario modelling is a tool for integrating ecological simulations
with participatory approaches, and enabling stakeholders to navigate complex
trade-offs, promote discussion and identify long-term management strategies.

 Have evaluation stakeholders committed to give the necessary time to the
evaluation?
 Has the acceptability of the method been taken into account? In particular evaluation
stakeholders’ and users’ preconceptions about:
•

The rigour or quality standard of different specific methods – which will be
quite different in complex environments (for example randomised control trials
are often impractical or even impossible)

•

The achievable level of certainty in the results, and

•

The appropriate level of objectivity i.e. separation between the evaluator and
those being evaluated?

 Have the standards of certainty and rigour required for this evaluation, given the
resources and purpose, been clarified and agreed with stakeholders and policy
colleagues? Is it appreciated that it will be impossible to resolve all uncertainty, even
where sophisticated evaluation approaches are used?
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6 EMBEDDING
This section explores the implications of complexity for embedding. This is the element of
an evaluation concerned with feeding back understanding and learning to evaluation users
and participants, and embedding these into relevant processes both inside and outside of
the evaluation (dissemination and use).
COMPLEXITY IN DEFRA’S POLICY DO MAINS: ISSUES FOR EMBEDDING
LEARNING

6.1

Example

 It can be hard to communicate complexity.

Rogers et al., (2013) identify the importance of embedding and translating the key
issues of social-ecological complexity between researchers and stakeholders for
decision-making using a participatory process.

 Evaluation findings, particularly in relation to complex policy delivery, may be
‘provisional and indicative’ rather than definitive. Change may continue after the
evaluation comes to an end – and so, more than in other contexts, evaluation reports
could simply provide a snapshot in time.
 Rapid evaluation feedback to meet the needs of complex policies may require
different reporting standards to a major evaluation report.
 The particular sensitivity of complex systems to their context means that it can be
hard to generate results that are transferrable from one context to another. If
transferability is required, consider the primary and target contexts and think about
how to generate results that are as transferrable as possible. It is impossible to
capture in a report all of the nuances of the analysis and synthesis carried out, so
report authors and users must also be particularly disciplined in the way they present
and use such findings.
 In complex policy domains, it is particularly difficult to generalise evaluation results to
other contexts and it is not always possible to have the original evaluator around to
interpret the results for a new context. While reading across evaluations can be
informative, it is likely that different contexts will require bespoke evaluation.
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EMBEDDING

6.1.1 USEFUL QUESTIONS

Useful tools
& resources

 Has there been discussion with stakeholders about the complexity in the policy areas
and the evaluation challenges related to this?
For a set of relevant complexity characteristics to frame and inform discussions with
stakeholders, see Annex I: A visual guide to understanding complexity for Defra on
page 35.

 Have difficulties in generating definitive and generalisable findings been discussed?
 Is the evaluation timed appropriately to take ongoing change into account?
 Is the evaluation timed appropriately to feed results usefully into decision-making?
 Does the evaluation suggest that more or different data should be collected to
monitor the policy effectively?

Useful tools
& resources

If a systems mapping has been conducted or is planned, evaluation findings can
be embedded by using new understanding to revise and update the systems
map. A system’s map regularly updated in this way becomes a living tool to
support both evaluation and effective policy design; it has the potential to provide
value to a given policy area over time across multiple policies and evaluations.

Useful tools
& resources

 Have processes through which the evaluation findings can feed back to policy
makers on a regular basis been considered?

Process evaluations can be a valuable way in which lessons can be fed back
quickly to the policy process. See Public Health England (2018) Guidance on
process evaluation for more information.
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Advice from
interviewees

EMBEDDING

Evaluation design and governance arrangements that bring together evaluators
and policy analysts can help to embed learning.
For example, in one case where an evaluation method needed to be co-designed
with the intervention at the outset, this created an opportunity to embed learning:
“Because they require some changes in programme design quite often that opens
up quite an interesting conversation for evaluation and evidence people to
become more involved in the design of policies.” – Interviewee

Advice from
interviewees

 Are the appropriate governance processes in place to allow for rapid responses to
early or emerging evidence and findings, or changes to the policy-making
environment? This is a key concern for complexity-appropriate evaluation, and in
particular for managing commissioned evaluations.

“There’s real value in having more flexible, agile evaluation in these
circumstances so that we can get information quickly to policy makers and also
the ability to change the focus of research or target different areas depending on
the results that earlier research gives.” – Interviewee
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6.2

COMPLEXITY ARISING FROM MULTIPLE AND DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS:
ISSUES FOR EMBEDDING LEARNING

 It may be hard to communicate provisional and indicative findings from complex
evaluations to stakeholders
 Given the complexity of Defra’s policy domains, there may be a very diverse
audience for evaluation findings who may want to use them in different ways
6.2.1 USEFUL QUESTIONS

 Have you considered multiple routes of dissemination?

Useful tools
& resources

To help explain where and why uncertainty might arise from complex systems,
consider sharing Annex I: A visual guide to understanding complexity for Defra on
page 35.

Useful tools
& resources

 Have stakeholders been primed to anticipate uncertainty in findings?

Approaches such as participatory systems mapping and group model building can
provide a participative tool to build a common understanding of system complexity
across different stakeholder communities and enable a structured means of
communicating the learning around these issues (e.g. Vugteveen et al., (2015)).

Advice from
interviewees

 Have there been opportunities to discuss early findings with key stakeholders?
A three-year evaluation of nature improvement areas produced annual progress
reports that stakeholders found valuable. Much effort was expended by
stakeholders in the nature improvement areas in collecting data on impacts of the
policy at local level. This was valuable, because it helped to secure their buy-in to
the policy.

 How will stakeholders be involved in decision-making processes? Have these
processes been designed and/or discussed with stakeholders? How will their
involvement be managed?
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Useful tools
& resources

Participatory co-engineering can be used to look at the interactional behaviours
between stakeholders and aid in collective decision-making processes (Daniell et
al., (2010))

Useful tools &
resources

EMBEDDING

Knowledge co-production approaches afford a means of identifying stakeholder
configurations (i.e. specific roles they play in the system), as well as opportunities to
bring different actors together in a shared space to work collaboratively, exchange
ideas and experiences and jointly plan future management strategies, increasing the
likelihood of more consensual and integrated decision-making (e.g. Reyers et al.,
(2015)).

 Has the purpose of the evaluation, and the purpose of dissemination, been
considered when deciding the format and content of the evaluation report?
 How will the findings be interpreted? By whom? What expertise is needed for this?
What role does the evaluation team need to take in communicating the findings back
to other stakeholders?
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ANNEXES: TOOLS AND FURTHER
RESOURCES
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ANNEX I: A VISUAL GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING
COMPLEXITY FOR DEFRA
Adapted from CECAN’s The Visual Representation of Complexity13
Below are some of the characteristics and behaviours that complex systems in Defra might
exhibit. These complexity characteristics can be seen in both complex ecological and social
systems; indeed, a system of interest to Defra may comprise a combination of the two.



Return to Why does complexity matter to Defra?

NON-LINEARITY
A system is non-linear when the effect of inputs on outputs are not
proportional. Outputs may change exponentially, or even change direction
(e.g. after increasing for some time, they may begin decreasing), despite small
or consistent changes in inputs.
Examples


Increasing payment rates for land management does not translate into a
corresponding increase in their uptake. Land managers do not behave as the
rational agents of traditional economic theory; there are other factors at play.

Key points



In social settings, few things are actually linear.
Non-linearity can mean that the relationships between things can be just as
powerful in determining outcomes as the structure of interactions.
 In non-linear systems when we double or halve an input, the output will not
be double or half its original value and may be completely different.

13

Boehnert, J. et al., (2018)
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Return to Why does complexity matter to Defra?

FEEDBACK
When a result or output of a process influences the input either directly or
indirectly. Feedback can accelerate or suppress change.
Examples


As the climate changes, permafrost melts and releases more greenhouse
gases. These feedback into the climate system (positive feedback).
 Feedbacks operating between resources, actors and governance. For
example, environmental monitoring data such as the changing status of
different fish populations can be used to inform policymaking leading to
specific management interventions that can modulate fishing activities and
behaviour (e.g. the use of particular types of fishing gear; fisheries closures),
which in turn reduces off-take lowering fishing pressure and restoring
declining fish stocks (Martone et al., 2017; Fujitani et al., 2018). Or, the
influence of economic policy drivers on agro-ecosystems such as the move
towards bioenergy crops and the subsequent (positive and negative) impacts
this transition can have on land-use change and biodiversity (e.g. farmland
bird species) (Malawska and Topping, 2017).
Key points


Feedback loops can lead to runaway effects or can create inertia through
dampening of effects - two extremes.
 Positive feedbacks are reinforcing and accelerate change.
 Negative feedback suppress change and are stabilising/regulating.
 Feedback processes can be slow and fast

SELF-ORGANISATION
Regularities or higher-level patterns can arise from the local interaction of
autonomous lower-level components.
Examples



Shoals of fish, flocking of birds
Multiple individuals locally clearing non-crop species leading to large-scale
habitat fragmentation.
 Sheep paths - these informal paths across land have no architect; they are
formed by erosion caused by the footfall of individuals over time. Patterns of
paths emerge as each individual chooses their own route.
Key points




Simple and autonomous behaviour can create order at larger scales.
This higher-level order requires only local (or lower-level) interactions.
Order arises spontaneously without top down control and hence can often
remain in place even if part of the system is disrupted.
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Return to Why does complexity matter to Defra?

EMERGENCE
New, unexpected higher-level properties can arise from the interaction of
components. These properties are said to be emergent if they cannot easily
be described, explained, or predicted from the properties of the lower level
components.
Examples


E.g. Community resilience – a community’s capacity to function in and
respond to shocks and extreme events – is an example of emergence; it is
shaped by and arises from interactions between human and environmental
components (Faulkner et al., 2018).

Key points


Completely new and unexpected properties or things can arise simply from
the interaction of lower level entities. These new properties can be difficult
and sometimes impossible to predict.
 Emergence and self-organisation are closely related concepts. Selforganisation can cause emergent phenomena, but emergent phenomena do
not have to be self-organised.

TIPPING POINTS
The point beyond which system outcomes change dramatically. A threshold is
the point beyond which system behaviour suddenly changes.
Examples


A species’ population reducing in numbers such to the extent that it cannot
re-establish itself in the wild.

Key points



Sudden change make take place unexpectedly.
Knowledge of tipping points can be used to affect change in a system. We
can aim to get a system past a tipping point (as also described in the
’domains of stability’ definition).
 A system may be pushed towards and past a tipping point by positive
feedback of some kind.
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Return to Why does complexity matter to Defra?

DOMAINS OF STABILITY
Complex systems may have multiple stable states which can change as the
context evolves. Systems gravitate towards such states, remaining there
unless significantly perturbed. If change in a system passes a threshold, it may
slide rapidly into another stable state, making change very difficult to reverse.
Examples


Land management improvements in a specific environment may not lead to
increases in bird populations, because birds require multiple habitats (e.g.
over-wintering, nesting and chickling habitat).

Key points


Knowledge of domains of stability can be used to effect change in a system.
If we can push a system into a different, more desirable, stable state with a
policy intervention then we have changed the system in a robust way.
 We do not need to put in continuous effort to keep the system in the new
state.
 We may try to use policy to change the positions of domains of stability.
 What is possible in a system is often discontinuous and sticky. Not
everything is stable and change can be hard to reverse.

PATH DEPENDENCY
Current and future states, actions, or decisions depend on the sequence of
states, actions, or decisions that preceded them – namely their (typically
temporal) path.
Examples


The organisation chosen to lead a new policy initiative influences which other
organisations also become involved.
 Species which colonise a habitat first have "founder effects", determining
ultimate community composition
Key points
‘History matters’; it may be difficult or impossible to revert to a previous path
once certain changes have been enacted.
 When appraising different policy options, consider what path-dependencies
these might lead to.
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Return to Why does complexity matter to Defra?

OPEN SYSTEM
An open system is a system that has external interactions. These can take the
form of information, energy, or material transfers into or out of the system
boundary. In the social sciences an open system is a process that exchanges
material, energy, people, capital and information with its environment.
Examples


A food production company changes in response to changes in food
fashions or the cost and availability of ingredients.

Key points



Open systems are impossible to bound.
Open systems mean that we must be alert to outside influences.

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
Control of a system is distributed amongst many actors. No one actor has total
control. Each actor may only have access to local information.
Examples
An intervention’s success may be determined by enforcement officers ‘on the
ground’, rather than the central agency.
 Central groups and their distributed branches may conduct work in
contradictory ways.


Key points


True top-down control is not possible in complex systems. Decisions and
reactions happen locally and the interactions of all these lower-level
decisions can give us system-level properties such as stability, resilience,
adaptation or whole system emergent regulation.
 The best we can do is to “steer” the system.
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Return to Why does complexity matter to Defra?

LEVERS AND HUBS
There may be components of a system that have a disproportionate influence
because of the structure of their connections. How these behave can help to
mobilise change, but their behaviour may also make a system vulnerable to
disruption.
Examples





If a keystone species becomes extinct there may be cascading extinctions
among other species.
Across the food system, the operations of key manufacturers and retailers
in the supply chain can have a disproportionate impact on producers (e.g.
farmers) in terms of the quality, quantity, type and wholesale prices of food
as well as consumer behaviour.
Statutory instruments, markets, regulations and protocols are examples of
policy levers that can be used to produce significant social and
environmental outcomes.

Key points


Identifying hubs and levers can help identify best places to intervene in
complex systems.
 Structure matters; knowing the structure of interactions in a system is crucial
to understanding how it will behave, change or fail.

NESTED SYSTEMS
Complex systems are often nested hierarchies of complex systems (so-called
‘systems of systems’).
Examples


An ecosystem is made up of organisms, made up of cells, made up of
organelles which were once free-living bacteria, made up of complex
metabolic processes intertwined with genetic systems (each nested level is a
complex system).

Key points


When studying a particular system, it is useful to be aware of the larger
system of which it is part, or the smaller systems operating within it.
 Mechanisms of change (as in realist evaluation) may be taking place at a
higher or lower level to the one where an intervention is taking place.
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MULTIPLE SCALES AND LEVELS
Actors and interactions in complex systems can operate across scales and
levels. For this reason, systems must be studied and understood from multiple
perspectives simultaneously.
Examples


Land managers may operate at a local scale on their own property, which is
embedded in a catchment in a particular climatic zone subject to global
change and within the context of local communities, local and national and
trans-national governance and global economic trends.

Key points



Usually more than one domain is required to fully understand a problem.
We need to think broadly about systems at multiple scales and fields as
properties or dynamics of one scale often feed up or down to affect other
domains.

UNKNOWNS
Because of a complex system’s nonlinear causal structure and the number of
interactions between its components as well as with the system’s wider
context, there are likely to be many factors which influence (or have the
potential to influence) a system of which we are not aware. The inevitable
existence of such unknowns mean we often see unexpected indirect effects of
our interventions.
Examples


A powerful social grouping operating in a policy area not anticipated by a
policy maker.
 An undiscovered plant in a rainforest with numerous potential health
applications.
Key points



Expect the unexpected.
Be prepared to learn as the system unfolds it will become apparent that it
might influence or be influenced by completely unexpected things.
 A new technology might enable a fundamental change, leading to
widespread social effects.
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CHANGE OVER TIME
Complex systems inevitably develop and change their behaviour over time.
This is due to their interconnectedness and adaption, but also the fact that
these systems are usually out of equilibrium and are continuously changing.
Examples


Ecosystems undergo succession over time: e.g. from annual plants, to scrub,
to woodland.
 Social norms evolve over time.
Key points


We cannot automatically assume that complex systems have reached a
stable state.
 Do not rely on the system being the same in the future.

ADAPTATION
Components or actors within the system are capable of learning or evolving,
changing how the system behaves in response to interventions as they are
applied. So, for example, in social systems people may communicate, interpret
and behave strategically to anticipate future situations. In biological systems,
species will evolve in response to change.
Examples



When bacteria evolve to become resistant to antibiotics.
When an individual or organisation finds a way to circumvent a new tax or
regulation.

Key points



The rules of the game change as you play it.
We have to be prepared to adapt our interventions in response to how the
system reacts to previous input.
 We should be aware of the pressures to adapt that we are putting in place in
systems.
 We also need to be prepared for individuals - and systems - to adapt in
response to an intervention in ways we didn’t anticipate.
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UNPREDICTABILITY
A complex system is fundamentally unpredictable. The number and interaction
of inputs, causes, mechanisms and feedbacks mean it is impossible to
accurately forecast system behaviour with precision. Random noise can have
a large effect. Complex systems are fundamentally unknowable at any point in
time - i.e. it is impossible to gather, store and use all the information about the
state of a complex systems.
Examples


In the economy and other systems, it is impossible to know the intentions
and interactions of all actors.

Key points
We can’t forecast the future, instead we must explore uncertainty with rigour.
Predictive models will always be limited in complex systems, however they
can be used to explore and compare potential scenarios, and system
behaviours.
 Precise prediction is impossible in the long term.
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ANNEX II: TOOLS AND RESOURCES
The table below collates the tools and resources mentioned in this framework together in
one place. Where particular methods are mentioned, these are examples and not the only
methods you should consider. For more on selecting methods, see Chapter 4 in the HM
Treasury Magenta Book Annex on Complexity (forthcoming, expected in 2020), and the
Choosing Appropriate Evaluation Methods Tool (Befani, 2016); details below.
Why

Annex I: A visual guide to
understanding complexity
for Defra14

An illustrated list of characteristics and behaviours that
complex systems in Defra might exhibit, with key points
and examples. Use it to help identify where and how
complexity might be affecting your system.

Theory of change

A theory of change describes how an intervention is
understood to contribute to a chain of outputs and
outcomes leading to its resulting impacts.

Participatory systems
mapping

A systems map is a graphical representation of the
components in a system and the causal relationships
between them. Participatory systems mapping is a
participative approach for building and analysing
systems maps; it can help to build a common
understanding of system complexity across different
stakeholder communities and enable a structured
means of communicating the learning around these
issues. Participatory systems mapping is part of a wider
family of approaches which includes causal loop
analysis, systems dynamics, conceptual mapping and
group model building.

Stakeholders and experts
with experience of the
system, both inside and
outside of Defra

Speak to these individuals to better understand the
system and to help anticipate unexpected system
behaviour. E.g. those who are currently or were
previously involved in the design, implementation or
evaluation of policies, programmes or pilots in similar or
relevant areas.

Cultural consensus
analysis

Cultural consensus analysis can help to examine the
extent to which stakeholder groups share similar mental
models of the system, resources, and the interactions
and processes between these components.

UNDERSTANDING

Resources to consult

14

Page 35 in this document (Complexity Evaluation Framework)
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DESIGNING

Chapter “Designs,
approaches, methods and
tools” in Magenta Book
Annex: Handling
Complexity in Policy
Evaluation (forthcoming,
expected in 2020)

There is no simple way to select the best evaluation
design for complexity. The choice will depend on the
complexity characteristics of the system, evaluation
purpose and the feasibility of the available designs and
methods. This chapter of the Magenta Book Complexity
Annex provides further guidance on selecting designs.

Appendix 1 “Overview of
available approaches and
methods” in Magenta Book
Annex: Handling
Complexity in Policy
Evaluation

There are a number of tools, methods or approaches
that can work well with complexity. Each has its own
strengths and weaknesses with respect to complexity;
these are outlined here.

Befani, B. Choosing
appropriate evaluation
methods tool

The Choosing Appropriate Evaluation Methods tool is an
accessible aid to help you understand evaluation
methods and choose the right ones for your purposes.

Stakeholders in other
teams and departments
with evaluation expertise

Stakeholders in other teams and government
departments can be a valuable source of information
and expertise with respect to the possible range of
evaluation approaches and their relative merits.

Agent-Based Models

Agent-Based Models can handle feedbacks and detailed
interactions.

Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks can combine both quantitative data
and human perception.

Qualitative Comparative
Analysis (QCA)

QCA has been used by the Environment Agency to
navigate the complexities involved in waste crime policy
interventions.

CECAN syllabus

The CECAN syllabus highlights a range of essential
reading for those interested in the evaluation of complex
policy and programmes. It includes sections on
Qualitative Comparative Analysis, Systems Mapping
and Agent-Based Modelling.

Past evaluations

Evaluations of past programmes are a valuable source
of evidence and analysis for evaluating current and
future programmes.

Participatory evaluation

Participatory evaluation can facilitate spaces for diverse
groups of stakeholders to come together to learn and
collaborate with each other and share experiences by
improving their ability to interact and appreciate different
actor perspectives.
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Participatory scenario
modelling

Participatory scenario modelling is tool for integrating
ecological simulations with participatory approaches,
and enabling stakeholders to navigate complex tradeoffs, promote discussion and identify long-term
management strategies.

Annex I: A visual guide to
understanding complexity
for Defra15

An illustrated list of characteristics and behaviours that
complex systems in Defra might exhibit, with key points
and examples. Use it to frame and inform discussions
with stakeholders.

EMBEDDING

Process evaluation &
Guidance on process
evaluation

15

Process evaluation can be a valuable way in which
lessons can be fed back quickly to the policy process.

Participatory systems
mapping

Participatory systems mapping can help to build a
common understanding of system complexity across
different stakeholder communities and enable a
structured means of communicating the learning around
these issues. It is part of a wider family of approaches
which includes causal loop analysis, systems dynamics,
conceptual mapping and group model building.

Participatory coengineering

Participatory co-engineering can be used to look at the
interactional behaviours between stakeholders and aid
in collective decision-making processes.

Knowledge co-production
approaches

Knowledge co-production approaches identify
stakeholder configurations (i.e. the specific roles
stakeholders play in the system), and opportunities to
bring different actors together in a shared space to work
collaboratively, exchange ideas and experiences and
jointly plan future management strategies, increasing the
likelihood of more consensual and integrated decisionmaking.
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ANNEX III: HOW THIS FRAMEWORK WAS DEVELOPED
This framework has been commissioned by Defra and delivered by CECAN Ltd. It builds on
an existing body of work by CECAN16 and others in the fields of complexity science and
policy evaluation. This framework has been tailored to fit Defra’s specific needs and context
through five meetings and workshops17, a Rapid Evidence Review and a series of
interviews with Defra Group evidence leads, policy leads and commissioners of evaluation
which took place between January and April 2019.

INTERVIEWS

Ten interviews were held with target users of the framework and other key stakeholders
from across Defra and two arm’s-length bodies, representing different roles and aspects of
Defra evaluation activities, including commissioning, undertaking and using the results of
evaluation. Collectively, interviewees covered a broad range of Defra’s policy domains
including: natural environment; environmental land management; farming; marine and
fisheries; resources and waste; environmental regulation and enforcement; and official
development assistance (ODA) (overseas aid). Interview topics addressed a range of
issues relevant to the design of this framework, including:


The types of complexity that arise in Defra’s policy domains and the implications for
Defra’s work in these areas.



The role evaluation plays in helping to address complexity in policy development and
implementation and how this might be enhanced in Defra.



The evaluation culture in Defra and any barriers and enablers to the uptake of
complexity-appropriate evaluation.



Useful current resources for evaluating and navigating complexity.

RAPID EVIDENCE REVIEW

A Rapid Evidence Review explored literature from a range of academic and non-academic
sources to inform this study. Searches sought to identify complex system properties,
behaviours and challenges within journals whose breadth of output cut across Defra policy
areas. Searches returned approximately 3,500 articles, which were screened for eligibility
based on a range of factors including: language (English); geography (predominantly the
UK and EU, although other regions were still included if the focus of the article was
relevant); focus (the complexity of a given system and its implications both conceptually,

16

The Centre for the Evaluation of Complexity Across the Nexus www.cecan.ac.uk
Comprising: 2 CECAN Ltd workshops; 2 meetings with Defra’s Strategic Policy Evaluation and Social
Research (SPESR); and a further workshop with SPESR, potential users of the Complexity Evaluation
Framework and other key stakeholders from Defra and its agencies.
17
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methodologically, and for governance, management and policy); and publication date (since
2009). Analysis of the resulting 172 articles comprised a thematic assessment of the
abstracts, which produced a set of high-level emergent thematic areas drawn from the
commonalities of issues identified in the articles. This evidence-base has been used to
shape the overall way the CEF has been framed, and has shed light on the implications of
complexity for the theory and practice of policy evaluation, the nature and challenges of
policy in Defra, and the range and scope of issues within the Defra policy remit. In addition
to the materials included in the review, other sources have been drawn upon to inform the
development of this framework, including CECAN’s Annex to the HM Treasury Magenta
Book on complexity and evaluation, CECAN’s own body of research in this area and
previous scoping reviews18.

18

Watson, B. et al., (2014)
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